Agnes Falls, 1990.

Landscape painting has remained a vital
force in Australian art since European
settlement in the late 18th century. This vast
island continent continues to inspire artists
whose work is easily identifiable , along with
aboriginal art , in the international arena.
Elwy n Lynn wrote in his book , The Australian
Landscape and its Artists:' Interest in
landscape painting in Australia persists not
because its landforms demand to be
recorded, interp reted and celebrated , but
because the landscape has provided a
stimulus to and the occasion for the
development of a variety of styles and
approaches to art. It could even be claimed
that in no other country is 1t so ideologically
habitual for artists - eyen some of the most
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geometrically non-figurative pa intings to the landscape. '

to relate their

The idealized works of con vict artist Thomas
Watlilng and freeman John Lewin were
starting points. John G lover , William Strutt,
Von Guerard and Buvelot represented a
dawn ing awareness of the uniqueness of the
Australian bush in their work . They painted
it, however, with a pronounced European
b ias, unable to come to terms with its
eccentricities.
Closer to the mark was the work of the socal led impressionists , Tom Roberts, Charles
Condor , Arthur Streeton and Frederick
McCubbin. Certainly they responded more
direct ly to what they saw. Their
preoccupation with style and method ,

however , restricted their response to what
they saw in the bush, render ing much of
their work picturesque and decorative.
It has been left to our contempo rarie s to give
us a more appropr iate response to this
majestic, extremely complex and unden iably
idiosyncratic corner of the world. Artists such
as Lloyd Rees, Arthur Boyd , Sidney Nolan ,
John Olsen and of course Fred Will iams are
amongst those who have accepted their
regionalist roles and consequently explored
w hat it is that makes up the Australian
landscape in its many forms and contexts .
Fred Williams gave us a unique way of
seeing the outback through its own co lours,
textures and shapes. Devoid of people , his
tightly focused , carefu lly considered

Mi/loo Mi/loo Falls, 1989.

compositions addressed the very substance
of our awesome, sometimes brooding
landscape.

is a second more formal level of meaning in
my work: 'the rule correcting emotion ', as
Braque once put it.'

Jeffrey Makin , a younger member of this

With the desire to get closer to the heartland
of Australian landscape painting which had
its beginnings in Melbourne , Makin moved
there in 1971 and consequently met and
worke d with Fred Williams . Fifteen years his
senior, Wil liams had much practical advice
to share wit h the yo unger artist and over
several years they made many expeditions
into the bush, collaborating on subjects and
interests as they painted together. What
Makin primarily learned from Williams was
actuall y quite fundamenta l: how to wo rk in
the field , what equipment was necessary
and basically how to set up in the bush.

painting fraternity has over the past two
decades become a major contributor to its
on-going tradition with work that accesses
the very substance of the land itself. He
makes no distinction between abstract and
representational painting. His landscapes
begin in the field, trying to capture that often
elusive spirit of place and so they look like a
particular location . But back in the studio
there is time to edi( consider , distill or
otherwis e organise the formal co mpositional
structure and meaning of the elements being
used. Consequently , Makin explains , 'there

Makin learned how to work rapidly , about
finishing one painting befo re and one after
lunch because of the shift of light from left to
right, and about working on pairs of
canvasses, carrying them face to face with
a separation cleat so they wou ld not be
damaged in transit. His interest in Fred's
calligraphic approach w as only brief . Fred's
concern was w ith gestural mark-making ,
translating the imagery into an elegant set of
hierogl yphic marks, but 'that area of Fred's
work soon became too Ch inese for me! '
The first place they painted together was the
Yan Yean Swamp introduced to Williams
by John Perceval . This lush place on the w ay
to Wh ittlesea, north of Melbourne , inspired
many paintings. They then branched out to

the surrounding countryside including the
Yan Yean and Mernda areas.
Getting out of the studio and into the bush to
gather information directly from nature itself
is what animated and enriched Wi lliams'
work and continues to do so for Makin.
Distilled and reworked in the studio, both
men's paintings and prints maintain a sense
of encounter and authenticity w hich can only
result from direct confrontation with and
intimate knowledge of their subject matter.
Makin's method of working frequently takes
him out into the bush with an easel and
canvas. His smaller paintings vibrate with a
freshness and vigour and especially a sense
of immediacy wh ich he then transfers to his
larger more carefu lly constructed studio
pictures. Weight, texture and co lour, the
raw ingredients of nature itself, are wove n
deeply into the-fabric of each picture.
Thickly painted surfaces evoke the physical
presence of the bush itself. It is with this
accentuated physicality that Makin creates
rhythms w ith pigment , line and mass w hich
bring the composition alive.
Makin's interest in painting waterfalls began
in Queensland in 1982 while visiting fellow
art school mate and land scape painter John
Mil lington. They travelled together to
Tambourine Mountain National Park and
after a tour of the lush rainforest, settled
down in front of the Curtis Falls. This simple ,
easily accessed ' bridal ve il' type falls
continues to inspire Makin who has painted
it several times since.
Makin became intrigued by the co-existence
of opposite states, the rapidly cascading
water and the static rock face. He
deliberately avoids the picturesque and is
captivated by the idea of wate r crashing
against rock w ith its ultimate effect ove r the
eons of reshap ing the rockface. Although
seemingly permanent , everything is
temporary and in a constant state of flux
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through erosion and the life and death cycle
of the bush itself. The wa terfall especia lly
a llows the observa tion of both drama tic and
subtle change within the same subject
through seasonal changes in the flow of
water . It reflects the state of the landmass
itself in all its extremes of drought and flood.
The Steavenson falls in Victoria have an
element of surprise which makes them the
most exciting for Makin. Easily accessible
by walking down a mountain path from a
carpark, the 90 metre falls cascade in three
stages tightly framed by lush undergrowth.
There are three qu ite d ifferent falls in one,
'no t unlike a piece of music where you have
a major motif. In this case, it is the bottom
section which is indeed a very grand
moment , a very loud, crashing violen t
moment. One could almost imagine this as
the Wagnerian part. As you proceed up the
picture plane , up the axis of the painting ,
the smaller moments are like little pieces of
Mozart being more delicate and gentler in
time and movement .'
When Makin moved to the Dandenong
Ranges in 1980 , he did a series of work on
the Sherbrooke Forest. In 1983 he worked
with the Ash Wednesday paintings which
we re shown in Melbourne and formed half
of his first London exhibition in 1984 . \!\akin
then developed his Flinders Range material
into a series wh ich was the main su'...-+once
of his second London show in 1988 which
was both critically and financially a great
success. Ultimately Makin intends bringing
all the various motifs toge ther into one series
of work.
Jeffrey Makin's paintings are to be found in
the Australian National Gallery, most State
galleries and in many of our regional
galleries. The Waterfallsof Australia
paintings have recently been on show at the
Macquarie Galleries in Sydney.
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